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She gritted her teeth and turned around abruptly, pushing Liam Lu away with her hands
with all her strength, and snatching away the soldering iron from his hand!

In the next second, press in her direction without hesitation!

The heavy and hot power of the soldering iron went down in an instant and landed
straight on her pinhole-filled arm.

hiss…

In an instant, a rapid blue smoke, accompanied by the sound of the iron burning clothes
and skin, suddenly rose up.

A ray of flame suddenly flashed on Zoey Gu’s arm, and then, the skin was torn apart by
the burning, and a heart-piercing pain instantly spread all over his body.

“what!”

She raised her head in pain and let out a scream. Just by listening to the vibrato, you
know how much pain she has endured.

Liam Lu turned around abruptly. Seeing this scene, he suffered a cardiac arrest.

“Zoey!”

“do not come!”

Zoey Gu’s face was as white as snow, gritted her teeth and looked at Yun Zhihan, and
said lightly.

“Liam Lu and Anna Yun’s dissolution of their marriage started because of me. After all,
we hurt Anna Yun together. Therefore, no matter who I and Liam Lu will bear, it is the
same.”

Without waiting for everyone’s reaction, Zoey Gu’s hand holding the soldering iron
shook, and the flushed burned face slashed down the pinhole hand!

There was a faint smell of burning skin in the air, and the girl’s muffled groan from pain.

Snapped!

The soldering iron hit the ground heavily, and Zoey Gu’s legs were soft and collapsed to
the ground.



Liam Lu’s heart ached, as if he was choking hard in his heart, causing him to take a
breath.

“Zoey…”

His hands were shaking, his whole body was shaking.

He stretched out his hand to hug her, but for fear that her pain would worsen, he could
only hang tremblingly above her body.

In an instant, the emperor’s proud son was like a knuckle in his throat.

Shiyue grabbed Yun Zhihan by the collar, and had experienced countless scenes with
Liam Lu, and couldn’t help but blush at this moment.

“Where is the medicine? Where is the medicine?!”

Yun Zhihan pursed his lips, silently took the medicine from his hand, and then passed it
to Shiyue. Turning to his side, he couldn’t help but glance at Zoey Gu.

In his eyes, a bit of complicated emotions faintly flashed.

Liam Lu always knelt beside Zoey Gu on one knee.

Carefully fed her medicine, and stared at her with red eyes, carefully observing the
change of every inch of her face.

After a while, he tentatively held her hand and asked in a dumb voice.

“Does it still hurt?”

Zoey Gu closed her eyes slightly, panting in pain and replied, “It doesn’t hurt
anymore…”

There is no pain in the body, but the arm that was scalded by the soldering iron still
conveys the pain with heart-piercing waves.

It must have been burning too badly, the pain was too severe, and finally it gradually
became numb…

Liam Lu’s heart was twisted like a knife, carefully avoiding her arms, and bending over
to hug her.

“Hold it up, I’ll take you to the hospital right away.”

His eyes were scarlet, and he didn’t even dare to look at that bloody, shocking arm.



Zoey Gu seemed to be drained of strength, leaning weakly in front of the man, thinking
that the arm that was no longer visible was the one with dense pinholes.

After a long while, he said something lowly.

“Actually, as long as you can’t die. This arm is ruined and you can’t see it, it’s good…”
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